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Instructional fees
to increase again

•hyllis Pollord and Danny Bixler enjoy an afternoon feeding squirerls in inner campus.
(Photo by Larry Nighswander)

Trustees approve changes
in campus parking system
The University Board of Trustees have approved the Increase
n parking fees, and most of the
I her recommendations of the University Parking committee.
The change In parking fees would
to charge on-campus and comnutlng students $15 per year for a
parking decal; to charge faculty
| Jid staff members between $15 and
>20 per academic year, plus $7
jor campus parking during summer
kuarter; and to charge between
p75 and $120 for reserved parking
paces.
The differences in charges is
dependent upon the location of the
ot which the person will be using.
Plans for construction of two new
rking lots and the extension of
lerry Avenue were also approved.
\>ne of the new parking lots will
located north of the Student
health Center. It will accommodate
|00 vehicles.
The other new lot will be contracted northeast of the new psychology building, and will accomnodate 200 vehicles.
Access to both lots will be via
lie extension of Merry Avenue,
orth of Oak Grove Cemetery. It
II'ill be Intersected with Willar
tvenue, which will go north and
Duth. The second street will be

I

constructed east of the health center.
Under the parking committee's
recommendation, the metered lots
near the University Union will be
used for visitors and Union patrons.
Additional visitor spaces will be
provided west of the Administration Building, east of the Life Science Building and east of Rodgers
Hall.
Resident student parking will be
concentrated In the lots east of
Harshman Quadrangle, north of
McDonald Quadrangle and near the
Ice Arena.
Commuter parking will be available near the Ice Arena, the new
lot north of the health center,
near McDonald Quadrangle, near

Cap and gown
measurements
Candidates for the August Graduation are reminded to place their
order for cap and gown rental at
the University Bookstore In the
Student Services Building immediately. No cash is needed it the
time the measurements are taken.
Graduation announcements are
now on sale In the University Bookstore.
They are priced at 20
cents each.

Coed files charges against
University assistant
dean,
slon from Raymond C. Whittaker,

Paula Redding, sophomore in
I'.iberal Arts, has filed assault
[■uid battery charges against Greg
I'JeCrane, Assistant Dean of Pro[■.rammlng.
I' The charges are a result of an
[incident which occurred last week
In the Union Nest. Miss Redding
l\nd Dan Kruzman. another BGSU
I student, were distributing antlI fraternity literature during a pre[reglstration program, and DeIprane removed the literature from
■Miss Redding's possession.
I* Miss Redding charges that DeCrane pushed and shoved her in
ills attempts to get the literature.
' He (DeC rane) saw Danny and he
Raw me, and he headed straight for
Irne," related Miss Redding. "He
said, 'I'll take those. You don't
fcieed them*."
'I couldn't believe it," comnented Kruzman. " I tried to talk
to him, to explain that we had
ermlssion to hand the leaflets
jut"
The pair allegedly has per mi s-

Dean of Students, and Farrar "Colonel" Cobb, director of the University Union, to distribute the literature.
Whittaker denied that Redding
and Kruzman had permission. "I
have never given anybody permission to hand these things out, and
I've never talked to anyone regarding this."
The Incident occured as the
pre-registration participants were
descending the stairs In the Union
following the orientation lectures
and program.
"We were bringing them down,
and they were handing out literature,"
stated DeCrane.
"I
grabbed the papers when I went
down."
"I asked her if she would step
outside where we could talk about
this. As far as I know, I never
touched her. I Just wanted to get
out of the way."
The case will be heard In the
Wood County Court House on August 26.

Marshman Quadrangle, and near
the handball courts.
The rem lining areas would be
reserved for faculty and staff use.
The current operating cost for
the parking program is approximately $24 per space per year. The
new improvements are estimated
to reach a cost of approximately
$160,000.
The existing campus parking facilities contain 4,375
parking
spaces, excluding the stadium lot.
Under the new system, the visitor' s spaces will be Increased from
6 to 214; the com nuter students
spaces will be increased from the
present 925 to 1,296; the faculty
and staff spaces will be decreased
from 1,160 to 1,154; and the resident facilities will remain essentially the same.

By DANEENE J. FRY
Editor
A special committee designated
to explore the possibility of increasing the instructional fee for
the fall quarter yesterday passed
a recommendation to raise the
fee, presently set at $150 per
quarter, an additional $10.
This increase in fees would
bring the total Instructional fee to
$160 per quarter or $480 per
regular academic year. The general fee of $50 per quarter or
$150 per year would bring the
total amount of fee charges to
$210 per quarter or $630 per
year.
This sum is applicable only to
the in-state student. The non-Ohio
residents will be required to pay
an additional surcharge of $235
per quarter or $705 per year. This
brings the total for out-of-state
students to $1315 for tuition.
According to H.B. 531, which has
been passed by both houses of the
General Assembly and awaits the
signature of Gov. James Rhodes,
the undergraduate fees at two-year
institutions and university branches may not exceed $150 per
quarter, and may not exceed $160
a quarter at state university campuses for the 1969-70 academic
year.
This $160 maximum may be increased in the 1970-71 academic
year under certain, specified conditions.
According to John D. Mlllett,
Chancellor of the Ohio Board of
Regents, any Increase in the Instructional fee for undergraduate
or graduate students, and any Increase in the surcharge for nonOhio residents, to be effective
after July 1,1969 must be approved
by the Ohio Board of Regents.
The Board of Regents will hold
a meeting tomorrow to consider
the increases in fees for the state
universities.
According to the
members of the committee, the

University could get by this next
academic year without a fee increase, but it would damage the
programs, and leave the University vulnerable to Inflationary economy.
Several reasons were cited for
the need of the fee increase. Two
years ago, the operating budgets
for non-salary items were curtailed 20 per cent and the state
appropriations were reduced by
approximately $800,00.
Last year, the budgets were
again reduced, resulting in two
years of reduced available appropriations for equipment, departmental supplies and other operating costs.
It was suggested that with continuing enrollment Increases, the
need for new buildings and programs is Increased and available
funds must be appropriated or the
programs must be discontinued or
curtailed.
"We receive constantly suggestions for new programs from students," commented Ashel Bryan,
member of the Board of Trustees,
"but at NO time do they ask how
much will these cost."
William T. Jerome, President
of the University, cited such programs as computer science, sociology and philosophy as those
which are in demand and need
appropriations for expansion.
"Unless something radical happens in higher education, this progression In fee increases is going
to continue," stated K.H. McFall,
vice president.
Jerome indicated that he would
be working with the Student Financial Aid office to try to make
additional loans available to those
"who feel the additional pinch"
of the recent fee increases.
"We've put in a new man to help
us," he continued. "We may use
some of the fee Increase to help
those students who need financial
aid."

New shopping center
to open in September
By HEIDI HILAMAN
Staff Reporter
Sam Helberg, spokesman for
Bellview Investors of Toledo, announced that Bowling Green's
shopping plaza will be complete
In the next thirty days. Work began six months ago on this $3
million project which will include
a variety of seventeen stores and
Cinema 1 and 2.
Helberg listed shoe stores, a
lumber mart, both a beauty and

barber shop, and grocery stores
among these seventeen merchants.
Lu m's restaurant will be ahead
of the rest in its opening Monday.
Helberg stated he believes "the
Bowling Green shopping center
will provide a one-stop-one-shop,
including everything from movies
to groceries. We feel It will eliminate 50% of the downtown traffic."
Helberg said the biggest problem Bellview Investors has had

Suzi Balch, Ron Scherer and Leslie Kit zero w work on a scene
from "The White Sheep of the Family." The play opens next
Thursday in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.

as owner and builder of the project, is, like everyone else—
money. They're also Involved in
an apartment manor in Bowling
Green.
I,anger, a representative of the
retail merchants of Bowling Green,
stated he felt the new shopping
center could be either good or
bad. He felt the free parking would
definitely be an advantage for the
shoppers and would eliminate the
usual city traffic.
The location next to the college was another asset he mentioned.
When asked about price competition, he explained that he could
not forsee any drastic price cuts.
"There could be a competatlve thing If the right people
went In."
A problem a lot of merchants
will be faced with will come as
a result of their lack of going
after business. I.anger said, "too
many merchants don't go after
business and are Just content to
rely on their usual steady customers."
Whether the shopping center
turns out to be good or bad,
Langer stated that LaSalle's for
one would continue their fair price
policy and maintain their practice of catering to the University student
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editorial
Up, up and away!
A few (lays ugo the University trustees announced that the surcharge for out-of-stule students will be increased 835 per quarter,
effective the fall quarter.
Yeslerduy, in a committee meeting designed to study the proposal to raise the instructional fee of the University, it was announced that the committee would recommend a S10 increase per quarter, effective fall quarter.
Karlicr this year, the University officials announced a $20 increase in instructional fees, effective summer quarter.
The frequency with which these increases are announced is
frightening. Persons use.I to enroll in a "State-Supported" school
because it was less expensive than a private school.
With the present trend of fee increases, this factor is becoming
less and less valid.
If we are a "state-supported" school, hampered by the rules and
regulations imposed upon us by the state legislature, then the state
should be ussuming more responsibility in financing the institution.
Forcing the students to suffer for the sake of the state budget is
not the answer. The increase in fees must stop, und the state, if
it is going to continue to dictate to the University, must assume
the responsibility of finance as well as commands.

Free expression
By LYNN M. OBEE
Guest Columnist
The recent case of assault and battery on campus, Involving a leafleteer's harassment by an administration employee, deserves some
clarification.
Paula Redding, the leafleteer who Is pressing charges against the
assistant dean of programming, Greg DeCrane, was attempting to
present the other side, the little publicized side, of the Greek system
to the Incoming freshman.
For those unacquainted with the actual content of the leaflet Paula
was handing out, here It Is In entirety:
"TO: FRESHMAN STUDENTS
FROM: E.G.G.
RE: FRATERNITIES
Freshmen are looking forward to the Idea of joining a fraternity
or sorority and becoming a member of a "well respected*organlzatlon." As a freshman you will be approached by members of the
Greek system ?nd they will tell you of all the many outstanding
points of the system. But they will not reveal to you certain unpleasant facts. Such as disclosed in this letter in the BG News on
April 2, 1969.
The prevailing assumption that fraternities on Bowling Green's
campus axe discriminatory and racist Is true. The charters of
the various Greek groups may follow the letter of the law as pertains to non-dlscrlmlnatory practices; but I know, from personal
experiences, they do not at all follow the spirit of It.
Indeed, almost everyone of these groups advocates a llly-whlte
brotherhood, and most (Including my own affiliation) will not even
let men of the Jewish faith Join their ranks.
While I was a member of a frkternlty at Bowling Green (less
than a year ago) the bellttlement of Negros In the chapter house,
and downright racist refusal of black or Jewish members was rule
passed down by frat alumni, and more than happily accepted by
the brothers.
The Greek system Is a dying Institution from a more gay, carefree era when the colored problem was a mere complex to them
as a stepinfetchlt movie, and the goldfish was for swallowing. It
Is out of step with modern campus life, and will be until the day
It recognizes the Negro as an equal, and protest an Integral part
of a students learning.
John Doman
We urge you as freshmen to consider this Important Information
oerore making a decision whether to affiliate yourself with the Greek
5,'tw; ,2S "s "Potion for discrimination, racism, and suppression of Individual rights."
If literature such as this constitutes Justification for Mr. DeCrane's
actions In the eyes of the administration, then surely the right to free
expression at this University Is being suppressed.
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White Space
By KAREN SCHULZE
Guest Columnist
According to the credit above
(I had to look twice, too) I am
Karen Schulze, and I am Just what
you have been looking for, minus
red lamp-posts. Not only am I
brave, courteous, cheerful, honest,
and all that other stuff (I mean,
even the local small-town biddy
might find a warm spot in her
heart for me)—you'll like me because I am rotten to the core,
and I love being that way as much
as YOU do. Anyway, I decided
I was tired of reading high-school
editorials, page two, BG news, and
too mi -hip to spend an hour deciphering a half-page stream of
consciousness via the arts page,
BG News, SO (I have capitalized
this mere conjunction as a public
service so you all can take a
breath for the rest of the sentence)
I have Invented "White Space" to
give some typical-atypical blurps
of thots that won't take long to
read between yawns during class
and will break up the barrage of
print with which one is usually

confronted on page two, BG News
(dumble, that's what "white space"
means!). So read on, you schmuck,
it's good for you!
NEVER start a good sentence
with "never,"
ALWAYS be sure not to include
everyone EVER,
And youMl ALWAYS be right
When you bed down at night
That you're precise with EVERY
verbal endeavor.
—Berma Shalve
Halfway thru the grasslands that
stretch between the Stud Service
Bdg and Kreischer is a dip in
the landscape that tends to collect
rainwater with a high degree of
efficiency. By the time the rainy
month of July (Just two months
after "the lusty month of May,"
and oh, what a difference!) had
raised the water level a foot above
sea level, there was a healthy
growth of luscious green algae
competing with mosquito larvae In
a race to populate the east half
of our beloved campus. I was
beginning to wonder when the maintenance men were gonna' do some-

thing about It and meantime spec
ulating on the possibilities of son
green monster arlsi ng out of th
murky depths to carry off som|
poor li'l coed. Then last we
as I was checking out the under
growth, I spied this shovel stick
ing in the middle of the lagoo]
with about two feet of handlf
showing. And the next day, thl
lagoon was drained and del
swamped! So I guess the monstfl
had poor taste and carried off
maintenance man.
(Get 'em where It hurts!)
Which reminds me of somethln
a prof of mine said:
Some colleges are run by thl
president, some are run by thl
faculty, and even two or foul
are run by the students. Bif
Bowling Green Is run by th|
Janitors.
Some people's Idea of SUCCES|
is $-u-g/-e'-e-$$.
All done! Now that wasn't
bad, was It?
(Stay
tuned next
for th|
"White Space" photo-head!)

also tends to be more pro-subculture where the PL rejects the
hippie cult as escapist. Because
the RYM lacks a clear and cohesive political dogma, they tend to
have confused politics. An example of this Is their recent call
(under the label of SDS) for a march
on Chicago this fall for no other
apparent reason than a political
confrontation.
How was this received? The
first people to be confused were the
press media. Some sided with the
RYM faction picturing them as Just
misguided kids. Other papers felt
that the PL was more tolerant of
differing views. This Impression
was given because the PL sought
to unite a large group of people
under the open banner of supporting the workers. The RYM
leadership, meanwhile, tended to

be arrogant and elitist towar
opposing views.
The largest group of people
be confused were the student:
tivists not Involved in the nation
student organizations. Their co|
cerns have traditionally been i
related to the national offices
these large "revolutionary" srJ
dent groups. The result of re:|
llzlng their own concerns have beif
the formation of Independent raj
leal cadres. Their purposes ste
from the needs of the communltlJ
of which they are a part, rathi
than following any national par|
lines.
As for the future It seems
only the growth of Independent raj
leal newspapers and commit
political groups can guarantee
development of a rational and op
political front.

The
split in
S.D.S.
By NIGK LICATE
Guest Columnist
At the beginning of this summer
SDS split into two opposing factions at its National Convention In
Chicago. The results will probably have no noticeable affects at
B.G. or any of the other midwestern type of universities. But
this split does represent the present confused state of the New
Left. Thus It seems necessary
that the students who seek to be
politically active or aware should
be tuned In on those events and
the possible repercussions.
First of all, the past SDS national conventions have been Increasingly dominated by confusion
and ideological battles. Since 1967
the
Progressive Labor had
attempted to alter the liberal rhetoric of SDS. Ever since then the
national officers have attempted to
formulate an alliance of political
groups to oppose the P.L.
The Chicago split taken In this
light was Just a matter of time,
the P.L. with its Worker-Student
Alliance, had out organized the less
coherent and dogmatic factions,
assuring the take-over of the convention. The National officers,
realising the course of events, announced at the meeting that P.L.
and Its supporters were thrown out.
In turn, P.L. threw out the other
factions, which went under the title
of Revolutionary Youth Movement.
As far as political objectives are
concerned the PL and RYM have
many similarities. Both claim to
be revolutionary communists.
Both are willing to use militant
tactics. And finally, both are opposed to the capitalistic, western,
democratic form of government.
But there are key issues which
they disagree over. The PL sees
Itself as a real vanguard that will
become the ruling party after the
Revolution. It also demands that
all the political struggles be centered around the working class.
Ideologically speaking, it is Marxlst-Lenlnlst-Maoist, proclaiming
that the only true pro-working
class revolutions have occurred in
Albania and China. The PL Itself
Is extremely small and difficult
to get Into. Its strength lies In
Its ability to convert the new
emerging radicals over to Its clear
and strong political analysis. Presently it is publishing its version
of the SDS New Left Notes while
claiming to be the real SDS.
The RYM, on the other hand, is
an Incoherent arrangement of radical and revolutionary groups.
They are bound together by their
support of the NLF in Viet Nam
and Castro's Cuba, while the PL
does not support them. The RYM

To Mr. Shelley
By RUTH ANN RINTO
Guest Columnist
To Mr. Shelley:
Five years and you're leavln'
Too bad.
Its sad to think you've wasted five years hereAnd not known that one must study a foreign language
To graduate In Liberal Arts.
Its a shame the rules couldn't be changedJust for you
Those Jokers In Liberal Arts
Must feel badly
That you can't accept their rules.
And you can't- so you leave.
Five years and I'm leavln', too.
My bachelor's degree
And my Master's degree
Are not paper fit for bathroom use,
But a part of a challenge
From a society that is not dead- but living
And changing from within.
And to change from within takes patienceTimes of changing- times of accepting.
I've done bothBut now Pm leaving.
Five years and we're leaving How different It 13.
The man I met here, married here,
Our small son, born here.
We'll be backIt may not be on a cold day In Hell
Bit a humid day
Or a wet dayFor that's the most typical. .
Five years Is long timeFull of events,
Changing and accepting.
Too bad, Mr. ShelleySorry you wasted five years here.
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letters to the editor
Bv FRED ZACKEL
[Mary—April 12, 1967
...unable to discover the real
fmport behind the events of last
ght. The alcohol I consumed,
lmmlng affects effects, some
"6r, Colt '45, some bourbon, sloe
and cheap red wine, all fernented within the last five hours,
•hoice brews, guaranteed to raise
smile, catch small pieces of
vaste material on the teeth, shreds
rom the last dregs of those kegs,
rill. Nothing more. A sumn at Ion of many beverages. I
ense somehow that last night was
tie Ultimate Thule, the final event
ft to occur, the point I should
[ iave attempted suicide. After the
ards became apparant. There Is
lttle meaning left within this mesge now, for, last night the bonIre began and the fire steadily
':on3umes me.
A story Is a series of moods,
[i series of temperments, a series
1 collected summaries, chosen for
(he mosaic of certain selected
l.'acts, none of which exist In union.
lated events, a summation, colJ ectlon, bits and pieces of a blg|;er wound, bits and pieces of a
back of lies. To say some Is
jood, some Is bad, som.j irrelejVant, what a hopeless taskl There
: s no need to plan for a state of
nlnd.
Things relinquish their
[ ;rasps after the days have ended.
Two lives, one dead, one living,
wd names shall never really
Jnatter. Two lovers. Yes, that
loo Is a pack of lies. It would
Be nice If two could simply meet
juid together fall In love, rather
than this hit-and-miss affair our
I Creator Invented.
But that too Is a lie, for I
1 lnd myself spread-eagle over this
'ypewrlter, selecting little keys,
I lttle lever actions, trying through
|ny numbness (combination hangover and brain tumor), attempting
f/ith little success to Invent works
! Jid descriptive phrases to explicate my life. A morass. But
feelings can be amblglous. Words
jjxlst, yes, but they seem to exist
ts monopoly cards, fragments of an
l-nreality I have fostered upon my
|-lfe-cholce, my universe.
Alice fell through a mirror,
lere was no name to the wood,
lnd therefore no name to the
jniverse, since man is the Creator
If names.
Numb stained senses. I drank
{ist night, to celebrate the small
fe still within. I sense the last
traw on my back. I can cling
only one small thing. I avoid
|ic unfamiliar.
I sit on a carpeted floor, hear
[luslc in the background, a song
Ochs, "Changes," yes, a song
hat remembers strange other
[ays. There are people about me.
1 hear them singing, I hear them
[lughing. I see the vacant stares
Btween their words. Paucity of
lords, paucity of emotions. These
re not my people.
Newsweek people, those who
ave (.o read before they can at>mpt. Newsweek hippies wearing
list month's new fashions.
And one small arena of life reIvalns taped upon my neck, the

University
Barber Shop
! Ho.rs 8:30 A.M.
to 5:30 P.M.

last edge I still uphold. I can
sense the thoughts around me.
Star-studded talkers, not my
people.
One chick watches me from the
room's corner. Long blonde hair,
a funny hillbilly moonshiner hat,
granny glasses, a chick who supposedly knows the situation. She
watches with Ill-concealed hate for
my existence. I never saw her
before In my life. It Is odd,
but I sense that she wishes to
speak to me. I do not wish to
hear. I am content, resting, my
back against the coffee table. Resting from the Inanities, the Insanities of my life.
She begins to rise, I must escape,
bathroom, close the door, latch the
lock. Inspect the stains of dirt
grime inside the bathtub. I stare
In a mirror and think of that
sole surviving entity In my life.
I have waited, my eyes speak.
Must I wait still longer?
I leave this room and enter once
more the charade of lovers, friends
and poets. One asks If I am okay.
My hands in front of me, I Inspect them carefully, I cannot
answer. Back to the beer, the
cigarettes, the leaning postures.
Safety in a crowd. Exlstentially
I have no obligations.
Another party we go, blacks and
whites mixed with Greeks and
Freaks. Soul music, protest music, hard heavy rock, some folk
music. The inbetween scene, good
people.
I call my roommate and ask for
a long distance phone number,
he relays it after a pause. I make
the call, reverse the charges.
I can't call on my own phone,
so let her pay charges.
A male voice answers. He runs
to find her. She speaks, accepts
the charges, tells me though that
I must not talk fortoo long. I
agree, small price to pay. I begin, she says, "You're drunk",
I agree. I agree, begin again,
asking, she breaks in and asks
when graduation Is, when is graduate school? I lie, admit nothing,
the remotest of all information.
Then the balance switches.
I
listen, must have the news reDeated. For my heart. Married.
No explanations, none heard.
Comment, repartee. Nothing

ventured, nothing heard. That's
all there is, there ain't no more.
I drink again, finish many beers,
a pint of wine. Outside the bullding, I throw beers Into the vacant
field. I am screaming A friend
arrives. He tries to speak. I
try to understand. He agrees to
watch, to save me
if i wish.
Speaking nothing, I throw all my
belongings down a sewer. All
things, money, handkerchiefs, wallet, a lighter, one half pack of
smokes. I am cleansed of my
affliction. He helps me cry. holds
me tightly.
Later, afflictions arise. Porkchops, beer, wine, popcorn, pizza,
college trappings, thrown down a
sewerl Luckily, "spassbeiseite",
I am extinguished.
And these are words and this
story was of words. Funny thoughts
alienated thoughts, abnormal
thoughts, but to me I seem 1m- .
portant. Important. Can I have
thoughts once I am dead? Will
a suicide alter the course of my
life-choice?
A story should never be told
in the order of Its occurance.
Make mosaics, a public right to
confessional. Confession of the
spirit. A reincarnation, a reflowerlng. Easter means rising from
the grave. Lazarus, I am, a member of Rommany. Rommany Rye.
From "across the forest," seven
castles loom. Erdely. Suck the
blood from my eyes, mall it to
Box #3 University Hall. Homeland
of my fathers.
Words, refuges from Atlantis,
flower continent. The Delta blues,
over hills and valleys. Alice said
that no hill could ever be as small
as a valley. This then Is a hill
so small It has become a valley.
There are no emotions
correction, there are many emotions,
a tone of feelings, superimposed
on a sad sack mirror.
They blend Into opaque dispatches from the enemies of the
day.

Do your "thing"
After reading the two suggestive
articles on the last page of the
last edition of the BG News and
realizing that It is 'the thing'
to follow the example set for us
by the California universities, I
commend the following "fad" to
the red-blooded American males at
Bowling Green. Who knows, maybe
living morally could be "your
thing" too!
SAN DIEGO GIRLWATCHERS
There is a "glrlwatchers" club
In San Diego. It has a membership of 39 boys. Near the close
of the last semester of school,
the club published and distributed
to all girls on campus, the following proclamation:
"We, the boys of the Girlwatchers Club, have been watching
girls for the past four quarters.
Some of what we have observed
has pleased us. But, much of
what we have seen displeased,
disgusted and repulsed us.
"Therefore, we have agreed and
resolved that some changes must
be made. We feel the changes
suggested are reasonable and fair.
In general, all we are asking is that
girls again become feminine In
their thoughts, words and deeds,
because they should be different
from guys.
"We are tired of constantly
being forced to look at girls'
underwear. For example: pettlpants hanging out; skirts not long
enough to cover underwear during
such normal activities as sitting
or stooping, reaching up or running.
"Boys do not like the carelessness girls display when sitting
with legs apart or lying on floors,
grass, benches, and retaining walls
constantly making others look at
their underwear.
There is no

thrill for boys or anyone elso-Just obnoxlousnessl!
"We find girls draped in boys'
or mens' clothing unattractive and
unfemlnine.
We are concerned
about the large number of girls
whose behavior is becoming
Increasingly unfemlnine and boylike.
"We are concerned about girl's
choice of vocabulary In both spoken and written communication.
We take a dim view of girls uslng both profane and obscene
language In their conversations
with each other and with us...
Clean up your mouths or keep
quiet.
"Girls who smoke, ditch (cut
classes), shoplift and hitch-hike
are well known to all of us and
respected by none of us.
The proclamation concluded with
an announcement that girls falling
to comply with it would be subjected to a total boycott of all
friendly relations with the 39 boys.
Carl J. Sheperd
910 N. Prospect

Lttttrs policy
The BG News welcomes letters
and columns from students and
faculty members.
Letters and columns should by
typed and double spaced. While
the News reserves the right to
edit, accept or reject letters or
columns, the editor will contact the
writer when possible.
The writer's name, address and
telephone number should be included with the letter or column.
The News does not print letters
which are llbelous or In poor taste,
or are obviously based on factual
errors.

|f®ljplttterflmj
Fall Preview In

ENGLISH
GIRLS ... IF YOU ARE INTERESTED . . .

'/^

Check your wardrobe and your vocabulary.
It sounds like Edwardian, Victorian, and Warwick.
The line is colled Emily M.
Who is Emily?
She comes from Norwich, Conn, and her
father's name is John . . . John Meyer of Norwich
They have a fantastic new look for fall.
What is the look ? Its short with an English
background. Its you and its now.
Its at the U-SHOP.
^

AND GUYS. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED.
there will be a lot of English out of
University Hall this year. It sounds like
Norfolk and Edwardian. That's the
name and the look is really decent.
Its now, with a flair . . . and its
You, with belts and buckles...
Its at the U-SHOP.

The U-Shop.
We are English from 9-5
six days a week.

RAZOR HAIRCUTTING
HAIR STRAIGHTENING

Buckeye
Room
UNION
[Call for Appointment
or walk-in
Ext. 2225

UttttiFrBiiii
532 E.WOOSTER
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Chemistry department sponsors
International science discussion

RAIL performs on the stops of Williams Hall during a recent "Happening".

Rail-a mixture of sounds

By BARRY FOSTER
Staff writer
In listening to RAIL, one will
find that the group Is an eclectic
collection of deep south and country blues, acid and folk rock,
with Just a touch of Jazz thrown
In to mellow the sound.
One of the most amazing aspects
of the group Is the very tight
sound they produce. One of the
major reasons for this tight sound
Is Wayne Smith.
Wayne, the drummer and unofficial leader of the group sits
behind his $1300 drum set shouting
out Instructions, keeping time, and
using his drumsticks as veritable
conductor's batons.
"Wayne makes It easy for a beginner like me to keep the sound
really tight," saysD'.ck Small, bass
player and newest member of the
group.
"Like, I only started playing
bass about five months ago."
RAIL talked Dick into taking up
bass when they dropped their old
bass player when he didn't show
up for a date they had at the
American Legion hall.
Another reason for RAIL'S tight
sound, Is the fact that Wayne and
the lead guitarist, Rob Vernon
have been playing together since
high school.
"I can tell what Wayne's going
to do Just by the kind of drum
roll he plays,"Rob told me.
As for showmanship, probably,
next to Wayne, the most enthusiastic member of the group Is
Bob Maulut (pronounced Bob
"manly"). Bob Joined the group

shortly before RAIL ousted the
former bass player.
Originally, Bob was to play
rythym guitar, to fill In a badly
needed hole In their sound. "We
weren't exactly the Cream."
smiles Rob.
"One day," said Wayne,"Bob
showed up carrying this flute and
says 'Let's try this.' "
When asked what type of music
the group leaned toward, the general concensus was blues, but not
exactly what kind of blues.
"Not really deep south blues,"
says Wayne.
"Or country blues," says Rob.
Rob Vernon is Interesting to
watch, not because of his showmanship, but more for the fact
that he rarely moves, except his
fingers, which fly across the frets
at a fantastic speed.
Bob Manlul and Rob Vernon write
most of the group's original, material, although the whole group
works on it after the basic skeleton
Is laid out.
RAIL'S original material follows along the lines of Al Kooper's Blues Project, and the
Creedance Clearwater Revival,
using some heavy fuzz-tone on the
lead parts.
RAIL appeared last year at the
MC5 concert and recleved a
standing ovation for their efforts.
When I asked about the name,
I got three different answers. Rob
tells me that famous bluesmen
like Albert King, Muddy Waters,
Howlln' Wolf, and BB King refer
to blues country as "rail country." Bob says that the third rail

~J isanello s
203 N. Main

"We use FRESH dough"

FREE Delivery

+++++++++++4

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

10" 12" 14" 18"

Ph. 352-6782 or 352-5167
5 P.M.-l A.M. Daily
NOW
THRU TUES. AUG. 19
OPEN 8:00 - CARTOONS 9:00

In New York has 1,000,000 volts.
Dick says that rail Is a form of
transportation. But whatever the
reason, RAIL puts down some good
sounds.

By NEDA PARKER
Staff Reporter
The Department of Chemistry
held a panel discussion yesterday
with members from such countries
as East Pakistan. Canada, Nigeria,
Cuba, and Puerto Rico.
Analyzing the discussion,
Joaquln Martinez of Cuba disclosed
that the discussion was based primarily on "the philosophy of
science In the countries represented and how it differs with the
philosophy of science In the tinned States."
Martinez, a teacher at Christopher Columbus High School In
Miami, Florida, has received his
Bachelor of Science and Master of
Arts degrees and Is here this
summer doing research. He has
plans of returning to Florida as
a doctoral student at the Universly of Florida.
At Christopher Columbus High
School, Martinez teaches chemistry, physics, and calculus. He
points out, "Teaching high school
Is rewarding In the sense that the
students are good and co-opera-

Underground films tonigh
"Underground Films," scheduled for Thursday evening In the
Education Building auditorium,
will feature a 72-minute prizewinning narrative called "Brandy
In the Wilderness," aserlo-comlcal account of the romance of an
offbeat boy and girl. The same
story Is told In two segments,
one from the point of view of the
boy, the other from that of the
girl.
Also Included in the two-hour
program Is the world-famous "Oh
Dem Watermelons," In which the
-1...K. of
-# the
«... Negro
u I Is
. symbolized
w-..~*
plight
In a series of mishaps that occur to a watermelon.
"Blllabong," made by Will
Hlndle, creator of "Chinese Firedrill," most sensational film In
the first underground film program
this summer, deals somberly with
the sense of stagnation experienced by enrol lees In a Job corps
camp.
"Hollywood Here I Am," made
by B1U Clark, a student at the
University of Michigan, depicts the
fantasy-life of a young movie proJectionlst-turned-fllmmaker.
"A Numbers Racket" is a bold
experiment In which the camera
simply watches a small girl counting from one to two hundred while
clutching a restless Siamese cat.
"Housemoving" shows a house
being moved from one location to

another with comic effects created
by speeded-up motion and appropriate music.
"The Face" coordinates rapid
changes In an engraving of a woman's face to the rhythm of a

FOR'SMF" n^RFNT

hUK iALfc OR RLNT

'
Ducatl 250cc. 2 helmets, tools,
tarp, manual. Call 353-6982.
4-sale, Honda 50. 1966. Just
tuned. Clean. Phone 435-1608
"■* morn' ™ U:0°^Z^ZTT^TZTZZ
Exceptionally clean '63 Fordconv.
V-8, Auto., PS Good tires, no
rust. White with red vinyl Interlor
'
WOO. 352-7733 after 5.
;""":"""""";"""""""—V
F0R
SALE"'57 Ford. Good cond.
CaU
352-5082.
7ZZTZZ
--~--~~---r;----1967 Chevy 2 dr., HT, 28,000 ml.
$1,700. 352-0589.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Girl wants to share apt. for school
year. Can move In any time after
Sept. 1. Call 352-0445 before 3

EDUCATION BLDG. AUD.
8 p.m. 75c
The Pancake House
• Chir Broiled SUtki
•ad Chopa

• Fun Course Family
Dinner

First-Run Double Shocker

« VARIETIES OF
PANCAKES * WAFFLES

Beyond any fear you've ever known!

On Sat ?:»•■
Saadiyi 7:J»-7

OIHTIM.

Reserve our WUliuntburg
Room for your Private Partita

■412 EftrtWeetttr
CLOSED MONDAYS
M

TECHNICOLOR

S

PLUS CO-HIT ot 11:30

COLOR ME BLOOD RED
■9"

p.m.
u,.^n I
I
WANTED: two grad students tol
share rent ($50) . House In Cyg-I
net, O. 10 mln. to BGSU. Modern!
kitchen, washer/dryer, lndlvlduall
rooms, recreation room-cellar.I
Call or write John Meager, 100|
*Front
™ St. Cygnet, O. 6552741.1
P
weekdays.
Wanted: two male roommates forl
this fall, to share a completely!
furnished
house. Call Lee 352- \
™r»
3
"'**'
Wanted:
male roommate '69-'70|
™
scnooi year. Pete 354-5475.
Riders wanted: leaving for Calif-1
ornla Aug. 30 or 31. Anyone ln-l
terested call Tom Rodgers at 354-1
1855.
One serious-minded student need-1
ed to share Winthrop apt. $67.501
per month. Write David Gren-I
amyer, 316 Winding Way, Merlon,!
Pa. 19066, or call 1-215-6645810.|
WANTED:
Female room mite tol
live off-campus fall quarter. Call!
352-0478 after 3 p.m.
Co-ed to live In and do light house-1
keeping and babysitting In exchange I
for room and board. Own trans-1
portatlon. Call 823-4947.
Congrats to Doyt Perry and the]
crew on a fine Job Sunday.
1959 250cc JAWA M.C. Very goodl
condition. 2 new tires plus hel-l
met. $150. See at 120 Ada Ave.l

Portage
Drive Inn

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

harpsichord.
The program was put together
by Edgar Daniels of the Englls
Department and is sponsored
the Union Activities CommltteeJ
Admission Is 75 cents.

classifieds

TONIGHT!
UNDERGROUND
FILMS

Weekdays at 9:20 - Fri. & Sat. at 9:40

<^SS>

tive, but frustrating because theyl
usually take these subjects solelyl
because they are required for the!
college preparatory curriculum!
and not because the students are|
actually Interested."
J. B. Kushlmo, a high schoolI
teacher from Nigeria, who received his Bachelor of Science I
degree with Honors from the Unlversity of Ibadou, Is now taking
graduate courses In chemistry.
When describing the universities
of Nigeria, Kushlmo explained,
"they are fashioned after British
Institutions."
Both Martinez and Kushlmo
agreed there is a difference in
United States' universities and unlversltles of their native country.
Martinez explained, "I couldn't
say which would be harder, but
the universities in this country |
don't concentrate on a specific
subject as much as that of other i
countries. Here you must have :
knowledge of many subjects, where
as In other countries you pick
one specific subject and concentrate on that field alone."

Restaurant
**********

*WWfl|!

'68 VW Sedan, Red. Firm $1,500.1
352-2312 or 541 Wallace.
Rooms for male students.
campus. Phone 352-7365.

Nearl

Roommate wanted fall. $60. Close |
to campus. 352-1685.
FOR SALE: Polaroid Swinger—I
$10. Sllvertone Guitar--$10. Both I
In good condition. 353-2812.
Returning as sophomore or Junior I
this fall?
Part-time positions
available as a manager for on-1
campus advertising, market research, sales promotion programs. Liberal fees will provide
a steady Income all year. Interested, call collect: 414-2722805 (Milwaukee).
Roy Rogers has 2 Immediate open- I
lngs for college men to train as]
product specialists. Good hours,
good wages, meals, uniforms-- if j
you meet our qualifications. Parttime. Apply in person to manager,
300 E, Woostar street.
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Upward Bound students work on projects

Miss Jerri Perkins and Danny Martinez work on an art project for Upward Bound.

Now
THROUGH
TUESDAY, AUGUST 19

Cla-zel

Eve. at 7:20, 9:30 • Sat. & Sun. Mat. at 2, 3:40, 5:20

He has a wife. She has a husband.
With so much in common they just have to fall in love.

SThe
April

NEED A
BANK??
Stop at

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
222 SOUTH MAIN STR£ET

BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402

■ ■

•.•.'.•.
i

i

Soon To Open-University Office
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Cleveland Barons train
in University Ice Arena
Bunts 'n' Punts
a lot of us."

By VIN MANNIX
Sports Writer
"Don't know what's gonna' happen next
I wish I knew."
"This handful of words epitomises the situation that faces Paul
Feldhausen, currently a secondstring offensive tackle for the Boston Patriots. A two year pro, Paul's
role In the Pat's 21-13 win over
the Cincinnati Bengals here last
Sunday consisted of special teaming duty as a blocker on the "kickoff receiving" team. He also got
some spot action at the right tackle
position for Boston late In the
second half.
The Bengals controlled the ball
that second half, so you have an
Idea how much of a chance the
6'6"-260 pounder had to show his
stuff.
His lack of playing time Sunday
afternoon wasn't what concerned
Feldhausen, however.
"The only thing the coaches
seem to be bringing In now are
offensive tackles. They picked up
one Just yesterday," Paul remarked, "
he played today.
That's one a day....lc doesn't look
too good."
We made our way out of the
Patriots' crowded locker room In
the south end of Perry Stadium.
Once outside, Feldhausen continued
where he left off.
"I was a starter two weeks ago,
then they moved me around from
one side of the line to the other.
Then Just like that, I'm second
string
wish I could figure It
out."
The fact that there's a new
head coach and practically a whole
new coaching staff would have a lot
to do with this uncertainty, It was
suggested.
"Yeah, that's true, but when
you're slttln' In your room with
the 'willies' all the time," Paul
confided, "there's gotta* be more
to It than that."
The "more" to which he was
referring, concerned the trading
Mid outright dropping of seasoned
Patriot players by the new coaching staff. In particular, the recent release of Dennis Byrd, a
starter for the Pats last season
as a rookie, has much significance
for Feldhausen. A two-year AllAmerican defensive linesman from
North Carolina State, Byrd was his
roommate.
"I still don't believe it," said
Paul. "He was about the last guy
I thought would get it...that got to

MtiLnis- PmA /s

"Ya" know, that'sone thing about
this game," he went on, "I don't
care if you're a top draft choice,
or a free agent whether you've
been In camp three Weeks or three
days. When you get cut....that*s
the biggest disappointment a guy
can experience. The letdown Is
tremendous."
"To come to camp, aguy'sgotta*
give up a Job. If he's married, he's
away from his wife for all that
time. Besides, he'sgettln' the hell
kicked out of him practically day
after day while he's in training
camp. Man, If the guy makes the
team, he goes through a twenty
game season. So by the time the
end of the season rolls around,
he knows he's been through the
wringer. It's a helluva' thing, this
game."
Pretty soon, the buses taking the
Boston Patriots to Toledo Airport
pulled up to the stadium. Quickly
gathering his gear together, Paul
shook hands and departed for the
bus.
They say the pro football player
is a "special breed of cat," an
animal. Maybe so, but then we are
all animals too. Rational animals
experiencing the same anxieties
frustrations, uncertainties, as well
as the Joys and ecstasies.
Howard Cosell, the ABC-TV and
Radio sports commentator, once
said that football is "the microcosm of life."
Indeed.

campus
calendar
AUOUST14—Experimental Films
will be shown tonight at 7:30 p.m.
In the Education Building
Auditorium. Admission is $.75.
AUGUST 15—The campus movie
"Bedazzled." .starring- Rachel
Welsh, will be shown at 7 p.m.
In 105 Manna Hall.
AUGUST 18—An all-campus watermelon cutting will be held from
3:30 to 5 p.m. at Sterling Farm.
AUGUST 21—The University
Theatre's final summer production
"The White Sheep of the Family,"
will open at 8 p.m. In the Joe
E. Brown Theatre. The play will
run through Saturday.

PIZZA IS

&UM1& •f>lllfi '*

by Barry Foster
The Bowling Green hockey program will get an extra shot In
the arm when the Cleveland Barons open their training camp at
Bowling Green this fall.
Pro hockey fans will be able
to see their favorite Barons free
of charge at hour-and-a-half practices every morning and afternoon
starting September 22.
It all started last year, when
Nick Mlletl, graduate of Bowling
Green and owner of the Barons,
and Coach Jack Gordon came to
Bowling Green to present hockey
awards.
In the course of the subsequent
tour of the new facilities on
campus, Miletl and Gordon were
shown the new Ice Arena. Gordon called the arena "the finest
hockey facility I've ever been In."
"We have been working on the

Intramural nofes
In last week's Softball action In
the Off-Campus League, the AMF's
dropped two by 9-5 and 9-4 to
the Troupers and the Blakes, respectively.
The Troupers tromped the Foul
Balls, 12-2, for their second win
In league play. So the Troupers
are In the number one spot in
the Off-Campus League with a
2-0 record.
In second place are the Blakes
with a 1-0 ledger. Following them
in third place are the Foul Balls,
0-1, and the doubly wlnless AMF's
are on the bottom at 0-2.
The action in the Harrow League
has so far been heavier than its
counterpart, with the bats accounting for 77 runs last weet and
81 this week.
The Dropouts pounded the Rudas, 29-5, highlighting last week's
action. Pabst edged the Grunts
7-5. The D-Days dumped the Debauches, 8-2, and the Flyers bopped the Rocks, 13-8.
This week, the scores were
about the same, but most of last
week's winners and losers changed
sides.
The Debauches came back from
last week's loss, unloading on the

•han. 353 1444
1SI-S177
Free Delivery en anything
..... W

Dinner. - Chicken
SI 40
Salad
.
.
.
Oartic Stead .

Shrimp
$1.70

U'a.
!«»I.7S
I iS
115
3 35
1.15
ItS
3 35
3 35
3 35
111
335
ISO
235
3 35

SltS
35

.13

HOURS:
Mon.-Thur.

10 a.m.-11 p.m.

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

'C a.m.-12 A.M.
9 a.m.-12 a.m.
11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.

MODORIN

Beverage Center
1017 N. Mali St.
Pi. 352-7701

DORSEY'S DRUGS

For All Your Needs
OPEN SUNDAY NOON 'TIL 6 PM
MON-SAT 9 AM 'TIL 10 PM

Stop and Visit Our Pipe and
Tobacco Shop
|H*»,W BIB-CHARATAN-GBD

ACR0SS FR0M CLA.ZEl

THEATRE

i

ON EVERY STEREO
RECORD AND TAPE
IN OUR STORE
F"~"~- Extra Added Feature ———:
Hundreds of stereo LP's to choose from:
Regularly Priced at $4 and $5.
OUR SPECIAL PRICE-

$2.87
ibtu si vi?id''nvn9tfd si tnzid• sivn9*d s/ mid- T/nns

Fast
Efficient
Service

BIG
RECORD SALE
10% OFF
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Kleaj 2 25

Drive-Thru
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;
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- 2 00 AM
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1.10
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Heel
1.10
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Canadian OacM
1.10
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Shrimp
1.10
ISO
Comkinahan al any rw. .
.
.
ISO
1.75
Craiy Gaorga'i Spacial
...
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1*0
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Hud as, 24-9. The Rudas have so
far given up 49 runs while scoring
only 13.
The D-Days meanwhile tapped
Pabst, 9-8. The Rocks dropped
on the Dropouts, 13-7, and the
Grunts got squeaked again, this
time 6-5, by the Flyers.
So after two rounds of games,
the D-Days and the Flyers are
tied for the top spot with 2-0 records.
There are four teams,
the Dropouts,;, the Debauches, the
Rocks, ana Pabst, In the next
position In the standings, even at
1-1. In the cellar, the Grunts
and the Rudas both have 0-2.

10.
The University is now trying to
set up a possible exhibition game,
but since Mlletl also owns the
Cleveland Arena, the prospects
seem unlikely.

Music
Citu
> =y BOWLING GREEN J^W

PAGLIAI*
Sunday
4.00 PM
Friday
400 f»

possibility of training near
Cleveland for the past several
months," Mlletl stated. "Bowling
Green is a perfect location. It's
close enough to Cleveland that
our fans can drive over and watch
the club workout before the season begins."
The team has previously held
Its training camp In Canada.
Conditions were worked out with
the University, and hours were set
up so as not to Interfere with
University HPE programs.
Headquarters for the Baron's
camp will be in the Falcon Plaza
Motel. "I think the setup Is as
good or better than I've ever
seen," commented Gordon. "I
know the players will like It.
The Barons will have three
weeks to sharpen the team for
Its season opener against the Quebec Aces at the Arena on October

I
I
'I

f
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Pro
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Jim Nance tries to break through tor the Pats.

Bowling Green area football fans got a taste of what
the pro season Is going to be
In a pre-season exhibition
game between the Cincinnati
Bengals and the Boston Patriots last Sunday.
Proceeds from the game
will go to the Steve Beattle
fund to help Injured high school
athletes.

Mike Talioferro looks for a re-

Larry Eisenhauer,
fensive end.

Patriot de-

-*'—..

Paul Robinson, Bengal running back.

Photos by
Larry Nighswander

•

BOWLING
•PATRIOTS

DOWN
Job Currington breaks lose for a Bengal gain.

GREEN
TIME

TO 30

#

UNIVERSITY
.FBENGALSS

(ALL ON

«
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By JUDE KELLER
The start, got picked up, got
a ride from Westport, goodbye for
nowLush Conn, woods, salt marshes,
granite boulders, wiggle roads. If
you drive too fast on a major
highway, the cops take away your
license no matter how Important
you may be. Noon chilliness outside, April changing, and a rowboat sunk In the Sound, far left.
We pass Manero's Steak House,
which some one In the front seat
(two college boys, Beatle haircuts,
like Rlngo) said was a good place
for food, though "you could drop
forty dollars there just on the appetizers", which seems stiff
unless you remember ain't no one
In this car with forty bills, and
them what's got, spends.
A showboat, rlverboat queen
type, Ohio River minstrel shows,
heads out to sea the Sound, while
barges, tugs, sloops, puttputts
trawlers and
"...she just radiated sex appeal
to me..."
Interrupted. Listen to the
driver, talking about some love the
night before, and the road farther
and farther stretching, like some
jigsaw puzzle you endlessly find
parts for, especially when you believe the end Is in sight. When
you think It's finished.
"...told her I really cared about
her....would see her again....relationships that stop...I thought she
meant me...It's been nice, I almost
said....I can understand, I said....
I don't expect to be the universal
man all the time...."
Slow down, throw a quarter Into
the tollhouse pan, the booth light
flashes from red and barrel off
westbound down State New York
Turnpike, Interstate 95. Mist on
right, haze of the sun.
"....but I had missed seeing her
on the beach yesterday after the
party...couldn't comprehend..tough
as hell....slut...scabby...bitch last
Saturday...dumpy chick without
make up....terrible scene..."
As we keep flashing down the
road.
"....If you should have...."
"
should have slept with..."
See the sun come in the window,
Connecticut people close the highways down to build a bridges.
"....authentic and in authentic
models, people..."
Another comment, never meaning the words, always for someone
else. You know what you'll get
out of this thing. New England
seml-PASTORALS INDUSTRIALISMS salt marshes and
"....she teaches special education....ends up at times yelling at
them...don't you want to come out
to play....frustration...the teacher
rejects the pupil really feels
worthless, .negative relnforcers...''
Shale limestone granite chiseled
from the mountain, remember,
Mark, that bar with the slate table
tops four inches thick?

"Listen. Do you want to know
a secret?"
Never must be tell. US 1, keep
right next exit.
"....they really look up to Ohio
kids here....really has a fine educational program...(or teachers.."
Connecticut police use unmarked
cars, giving tickets by the roadside, a fat bllmpy man Is bitching
screaming red at ears moaning
about the hassle cops give him,
and we go by, wave at blimp's
pretty car, pretty blueOldsmoblle
there, so tell about the Sherwood
Isle incident and phones that never
work.
"Operator, how am I supposed
to dial a number if someone
swiped the dial plate from the
phone? How the hell can I tell
you what this phone number Is?
I said, THE DIAL HAS BEEN RIPPED OFF AND THIS PHONE IS....
I used a pencil In this one slot
and I got...you don't care, do you?
....at the top of the hill on the
fourth exit from the Connecticut
Turnpike
ehhhhhh
yeah, the
fourth exit from the Turnpike....
no, I don't know where the hell
I am at....no, I can't drive down
to the main offices to report it....
I'm a hltchhiker...that's right
a hitchhiker
WHY SHOULD I
SPELL HITCHHIKER FOR YOU?
Fake It. Just, if you get the chance,
please fix this phone. Thanks, byebye."
Bread sliced rock loaves, a
drawbridge over the Sound, commuter trains underneath, keep
right, keep left, keep moving,
trucks go bye test their brakes,
exact change, please, in this lane,
this orifice, stop and pay another
toll, "USAGE OF SLUGS IS A FEDERAL OFFENSE" Tappen Zee
bridge and Zee If It fall down.
Port Chester exit, a GI in the
next car passed, and past the Garden State Parkway.
"....I always run Into chicks
who've had guys for years, and all
I feel like saying Is, See you around
on the next love charade, baby...."
Security, big thing, Ignore the
talk, just looking out the back car
window, watch the time pass the
roads passed, again Just bits of
speech, no content, only form.
"....I'm a firm believer in roommate love, but at a time like this..."
Playland exit, exit 11, and hitchhiking prohibited, but pedestrians
are also, no stopping.
"...wonnn as I ever meet...as
nice as that...It always does disappear..."
Numb feeling, been here before,
millions ago, sense of oddest
breath down back of neck. God,
what the hell Is going on? Sense
of words keeping tempo, fill a
glass and smash the bottle. I
feel the dust motes in the air,
weighing every sound, every
words, breathing every breath I
take.
"....so I walked out the back
sliding paneled screen door and
went home to see If you were around

Directions to Woodstock
Well, gang, It is still going on, and Woodstock is still In White
Lake, a suburb of Bethel, in New York. There's been some difficulty with directions since White Lake isn't on most maps. So,
the News went to the keepers of the Faith, The American Automobile Association.
Triple-A gave us two different ways to get to Woodstock and the
Music and Art Fair.
The first way, and perhaps the longest, is to take the Ohio Turnpike to the Penn Pike, then through New York City to the New York
State Thruway, up to Exit 16, New York Highway 17, to Highway
17B and then Into Bethel, following all available signposts.
The second route skips the New York Thruway, and Instead
uses Interstate 90.
Take the Ohio Turnpike to Exit 12, which Is Interstate 271,
get on Interstate 90 In Euclid, Ohio, take 90 until you arrive In
Syracuse, New York, switch to Route 690 south to Interstate 81,
then down through New York State to Binghamton, New York,
where you change to New York State highway 17, take Route 17
to Route 97, then, in Callcoon, New York, take 17-B Into Bethel.
The directions are very complicated, yet they should lead you
directly Into the Woodstock Music and Art Fair.
If ■ there are any problems whatsoever, feel free to stop Into the
News office. A Xerox mapping of the road will be available.

but i rouna tne note... ■
Mamaroneck, another tollbooth,
red leaves dead on that ground,
granite dust In air, faint puddles
of green grass In bitter cyanide
yellow dead past grasses, manmade cataracks from sewer pipes
stuck out from hillside and hit
the highways, streams of sewerage,
bilge pumps to the highway, threeInch pipes plumber made concrete
things pre-cast foundry workers.
Now in NEW YORK STATE.
"WE ARE UNABLE TO ACCfiPT
CANADIAN MONEY", smashed
red carnival ballooon,supermarket
opening?, back seat floor boards of
this car, so, pick it up and wonder,
Nothing else to use? Some dirt
clods of dirt on floor, sticking to
my shoes.
"...know what to do...how to
speedshlft...."
Four or five miles, to miss again,
red flag stuck in center of the
road, the cheapness of the scenery In New Rochelle.
"....you really got to be a lousy
driver to screw up a clutch....had
a heavy duty one installed Just In
case..."
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Nice terraced gold golf courses,
steppes.
"...rents are going up with the
other. ...while the neighbors are all
moving their houses farther away
from each..."
And someone in the front seat
mentions Maslow, mlslnterpeted.
"....doesn't he know he's into
phenomenology..."
Deprived of a love from the
family, blamed for the loss of his
life.
"....where we get off, isn't it?"
"No, you'll end up in some godawful place."
Hutchinson Parkway?
"
one big dump. Hey! Look!
That car!"
Accident, car fall down, forty
feet, sixty feet, off the bridge,
stripped to its teeth, drove over
railing, one remarked in contradiction. That's all folks.
"
Tom lives up there, doesn't
he?"
Upward glances, top of slope,
big sign on building, "NOW
RENTING 125,000 SQUARE FEET
OF SPACE:::WAREHOUSE'\...
Adented grey Grand Prix passes,
subway trains and tenements, look
down upon the city, look. A wlno
throwing up Into a shanty's trash
can.
"How much Is the property
around here valued at", I say for
the first time.
"Expensive", one speaks. "It
depends though on the neighborhood."
Look again and there's a drivein movie and a cemetery side by
side. A sign coming up rlghtslde
of the car, "highway taxes at
work", and the driver moans,
chuckholes underfoot, and the sign
Is worn and faded, peeling paint
In strips, fallen down upon the ro.id.
They are rebuilding turnpike entrances, through tunnels and
through bridges, and the grass Is
getting greener, closer to the city,
more rain expected dally.
"Hey, you. In the back."
"Yeah." Me speaking.
"Any quarters?"
Two dimes, two nickels, a couple of pennies.
Front seat bitches.
"Oh, Judas- priest".
I almost speak, ignored.

(Photo by Larry Nighswander)

C sus F

By FRED ZACKEL
A firefly flickered by and he
scooped It from the air. His
fist opened and the tiny bug sat
there at thumb's edge, blinking
in the darkness. Another smoker's fit, a sharp stab of flame, a
cigarette lighter. Dark night shadows resume shadow building.
He leaned Into the Insect, smoke
stream.; angled elsewhere, peering
with a half-closed eye. Finally,
with a sigh he poked the bug
and it flew high and northward.
A chuckle from the chin folds,
barely audible.
Silence.
"But plain oldfashioned daylight
can destroy forever and Its wondrous sand castles."
The quiet of a man's mind can
not be gauged. There exist hidden
recesses and niches that line mental walls, appearing at some prescient moments when memories
return.
The glow of moonlight bends
and softens hard tanned contours,
turning the years backward, to observe once more the past.
"A candle glows then slowly
dies," he said. "Fire of love,
fire of my love's fire. And Eternal Time. But a fantasy of
dreams In a crystal singing goblet.
Only dreams. Destroyed
in a multitude of manners. And
I was but a kid, you think, but
then you realize that you were
more than merely that."
"There are four seasons, summer, winter, spring and fall. That's
easy. Cyclical. The cycles of
the seasons and each year is a
twisting turning motion, always
returning, never the same, and always such an experience. Time,
wonderful, time the Grand Master
of us all. So much to do, so
little time to do it in. Yeah, a
big white rabbit that speeds about with a golden watch on a
chain."
"And time does flow, it does.
It flows with a giant stream, fast
In some places, slow and with
recurrent eddys in others. All
living creatures line Its banks
and we are all the trees, the willows, the cottonwoods, the poplars,
the elms and oaks, the cypresses, the maples, and the firs.
Some of us grow old and patriarchal, filled perhaps with the wisdom of life - - - If the tides
have been kind, or filled with

bitterness and unseeing hearts If
the waters are cruel and vicious."
"Yet others" he said, "are the
small saplings washed away by
floods, accidents, catastrophes."
"Others are the tiny pods of
seeds which fall from the trees
Into the stream and are forever
lost, never to meet fertile soil.
The older trees lament that loss
but there Is nothing which can
save them,"
"And maybe, If you are made
of tough solid wood, then, when
you totter Into the waters, perhaps some roots, some tendrils
remain behind and that helps people to remember you."
"Others simply stand and are
never noticed, 'til they die and
then they are forgotten."
"Some, man in his actions destroys. The waste of life. Destroyed by apathy, destroyed by indifference."
"A few survive because they
have a basic beauty, a gift, not
a talent. They serve to stand
as beauty. It Is their sole function.
One cannot curse them,
for even they have their function."
"Another few survive by swaying with the winds. They bend
and breathe again and again. Half
of these are worthless wood, others
seek merely to be avoided In
storms. Again, they exist."
"And a small few exist as direction posts, markers for others
to follow. These few are valuable for their care of others.
They live for they live for others.
It is their goal, their duty, their
reason for existence."
"Some exist to live off other.'.,
parasites, intent on strangling
others. They harass life, cut It
short, demolishing freedoms and
liberties that are granted by the
stream of time. These are the
villains, the vultures, the carion
eater 8."
"To be a tree. Yeah. Sounds
like bad poetry. But, what else
Is there to be? What would you
wish for?"
He moved within the confines
of that tree, his face a mask
In moonlight.
There is a silence so deep
that measurement Is in comprehensible, for the limits of Uw
mind reminiscing are caverns of
the dead. Respectful silence, based
on the breadth of the universe.

Writing opportunities offered
The News was recently Informed
of the lnaugeratlon of a new collegiate, syndicated literary service offered by the Columbia Literary Society. This supplement to
college news is designed to Increase small newspapers' coverage of contemporary developments In the Arts.
Interested and qualified writers
In and around the Bowling Green
community have been invited to
write for this new publication.
The writing is geared to reviews of new novels and other
works soon-to-be released on the
market. Steven Roday, President
of the Columbia University group,

explained that the Literary Society |
"would be happy to get (qualified
writers) any review copies they
might need, either in galley form
or six weeks before publication
date."
Roday also stated that Interested
students should write to The Columbia Literary Society, 155 Havemeyer Hall, Columbia University,
Post Office Box L, New York, N. Y
10087, specifying their fields of
Interest.
Roday explained that writers
would be paid according to scale
and that the Society would be glad
to offer suggestions on book reviewing.

